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My wonderful friend from California, Laura Fannon, and
I were sitting in the Seattle airport after attending our
songwriting workshop this month and we had a couple
of hours before our planes were taking off. Laura
suggested that we sit down and write a song together
so, in the middle of a food court, we got out our paper
and pens and tried to think of a topic. Laura suggested
a song called "Who Would I Be if I Were Really Me?"
and I laughed because the scope of writing such a
profound song sort of blew the top of my head off! How
would it possible to put such a grand topic into a few
verses and a chorus?

We threw a few things together and decided that, since
Laura is so talented at composing the music and I seem
to have a knack for words, we would finish it separately
but together. But it made me realize that the slogan for
Free Spirit Crystals - "The courage to live your own life
is the greatest gift you can give to the world" - is the
work we do when we ask "Who Would I Be if I Were
Really Me?"

When we begin the process of waking up, we start
deconstructing our lives to discover which parts of it
are what other people wanted us to be and which parts
of it are who we truly are. It allows us to be authentic
and gives us the freedom to live our lives with room to
grow spiritually as our own individual selves.

I haven't yet written the entire song yet but I'll give you



a taste of my thought process as I allow this song to
manifest. Here's what I have so far - and it may change
as I change!

Who am I? Do you know?
Who am I? How can I let it show?

Am l like a bumper sticker or a bright tattoo?
Am I written on a tee-shirt or on the label of a shoe?

Who would I be if I were really me?
Is it one thing, is it two or is it four?

If I pick myself apart will I really find my heart
Or is my body just a great big metaphor?

I would love it if you would all write your own verses to
this song and send them to me. Who knows, maybe
they'll become a part of my song - are we so different
after all?

_______________________________________

Sound Healing Sessions
With Kathryn Rambo

EMF POLLUTION CLEANSE:
SHUNGITE SOUND BATH

Tuesday Sept. 10th and 24th, Saturday Sept. 21st.
$40 for 50-minute session, cash or checks

accepted

Email Kathryn for your session time
at purpleotterstudio@yahoo.com

Electromagnetic fields (EMF) of all frequencies
represent one of the most common and fastest growing
environmental influences, about which serious
concern and speculation is growing. All populations are
now exposed to varying degrees of EMF, and the
levels will continue to increase as technology
advances.

We are all exposed to a complex mix of weak electric
and magnetic fields which, according to the World
Health Organization’s International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC), EMFs are “possibly
carcinogenic to humans.” Other health issues include
sleep disturbances, headaches, depression like
symptoms, dizziness, changes in memory, nausea,
irritability, restlessness and anxiety. This sound bath
uses a shungite layout to neutralize any EMF while the
you are bathed in the frequencies of the Tibetan
Singing bowls and sound tubes that reproduce the
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natural Schumann resonance of the earth to re-
harmonize and re-connect your body’s frequency to the
earth.

Note: once a month Saturday sessions are now
available 

Please email Kathryn
atpurpleotterstudio@yahoo.com to schedule your

individual session
_____________________________

Classes

Talk About with Anna Jester
Fridays Septermber 27, October 25,

November 15
6:00pm- 7pm

FREE
Bring your favorite crystal and curiosity. We share
our crystals, ask questions and share insights. We end the
evening with a ritual and/or meditation using our crystals.
Beginners welcome.

Anna is a staff member at Free Spirit Crystals.

Registration: email Anna at ajester50@gmail.com No Fee.
Class location: Free Spirit Crystals, 4763 N. 124th Street,
Butler, WI 53007.
______________________________________________

Metaphysical 1 with Anna Jester
Six Tuesday Nights beginning September 17th

6:00 - 7:30 Fee: $150.00

For beginners who wish to participate in an interactive and
relaxed environment. We explore topics such as: chakras,
auras, energy, intuition, divination tools (crystals for sure!),
ritual, invocations, meditation and spirit guides. asking
questions and sharing insights is highly encouraged! Please
bring a notebook for drawing and journaling.

Anna is a staff member at Free Spirit Crystals.

Registration: email Anna at ajester50@gmail.com No Fee.
Class location: Free Spirit Crystals, 4763 N. 124th Street,
Butler, WI 53007.

Tarot & Astrology Classes
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with Marene Martensen
Get the Deeper Understanding You've Been

Looking For.....
Benefit from Her Experience!!

TAROT I – Six
Wednesday Evenings

Beginning September11
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm  Fee: $150

Learn the meanings of all 78 cards and gain hands-on
experience doing short readings in this six-week class. You
will be encouraged to ask questions, give feedback and
share your insights in an interactive environment. Get to
know and use the Tarot for yourself and others. Please
bring a notebook and the Tarot deck of your choice.

________________________________________
Text

ASTROLOGY I – Six Thursday Evenings
Beginning September12

6:00 pm – 8:00 pm  Fee: $150
Learn the basics of astrology: all the planets (asteroids
too!) signs and houses, using your own natal chart. This is
an interactive class, where questions and feedback are
welcome. This is your chance to learn how all those general
beginning astrology concepts apply to you
personally. Please make your birth data available and a
natal chart will be provided.

To Register: Call or text Marene 262-781-1656  Or Email
astrological7@yahoo.com

Fees may be paid by cash, check or PayPal
(PayPal.me/marenefreespirit)

either in advance or at the first class.

Classes will be held at: Free Spirit Crystals
4763 N. 124th St. Butler, WI 53007  262-790-0748

Text Link_____________________________________

ASTROLOGY IV – THE PROGRESSED CHART
Six Monday Evenings Beginning September 9

6:00 pm – 8:00 pm  Fee: $150

Tired of looking at your natal Chart? Of course you
are! After all you’re a slightly different person now
and your progressed chart will demonstrate that
and show you where you might be headed
next. We’ll spend six evenings getting acquainted
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with this new chart and investigating how all your
planets have changed. A progressed chart is
included. A strong working knowledge of basic
astrology is required.

To Register: Call or text Marene 262-781-1656  Or
Email astrological7@yahoo.com

Fees may be paid by cash, check or PayPal
(PayPal.me/marenefreespirit)

either in advance or at the first class.

Classes will be held at: Free Spirit Crystals
4763 N. 124th St. Butler, WI 53007  262-790-0748

Text Link___________________________

Beginning Crystal Healing Class
With Pam Moderski and

Pat Hartman
6 Weeks beginning

Thursday, October 10th
6:30 - 8:30

Fee: $35.00 per class or
$175.00 if paid in full if received

before or on the first class

Learn the basics of using crystals and stones for
healing and personal growth. You will have an
opportunity to do hands on crystal healing work with
others in the class.

Pat and Pam will cover:
Rules of Thumb for Crystal Healing

How to Clear and Clean Crystals and Stones
Meanings and Usages of over 80 Stones

Crystal Wand Healing Technique
Identification and Uses of Different Crystals

Stone Layouts
And So Much More!!!!!

To register, please email pmoderski@att.net

This is the best Crystal Class Ever!!
___________________________________

Te

Metaphysics, Alchemy and Magick of Music
and Sound

Saturday Oct. 12th at Free Spirit Crystals
10:30 - Noon

Cost: $35 includes handouts
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Class is limited to 6 participants.

For thousands of years, humans have used and
continue to use music and sound to achieve altered
states of consciousness as well as for spirit
communication and healing. In our very ancient history
music was not used as nor ever intended to be used
for entertainment. It was purely a spiritual and healing
art form. Based on your personal experiences you
probably have an intuitive awareness that there is a
metaphysical side to music. It has a power to evoke
emotions, memories; raise your energy level for your
exercise regime; and calm you down for meditation or
relaxation and even to reduce pain. Music can move
you to ecstasy or to tears. Today research is being
done to learn just how music affects us. In this class
you will be introduced to other dimensions of
music: the metaphysical, magickal, alchemical side of
sound and music.

Email: Kathryn at purpleotterstudio@yahoo.com to register for
the class.

____________________________________
Text Link

Reiki Classes
with Donna Redmer

Reiki l Attunement
Sunday, September 22nd

12:00 - 3:00 pm
Fee: $100.00

“Reiki is a Japanese technique for stress reduction and
relaxation that also promotes healing. It is administered by
"laying on hands" and is based on the idea that an unseen
"life force energy" flows through us and is what causes us
to be alive. If one's "life force energy" is low, then we are
more likely to get sick or feel stress, and if it is high, we are
more capable of being happy and healthy.”*
 
Reiki can be done one’s self or you can transfer Reiki
energy to another person or animals. It assists in opening
one’s subtle sense perception in order to heighten
spiritual development.
 

In this first class you will be given the Reiki 1 attunement
and be taught the hands on techniques and have the

opportunity to practice on other students.

To register, please email freespiritcrystals@gmail.com
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 ________________________

Reiki ll
Sunday, November 10th

12:00 - 3:00
Fee: $125.00

Pre-requisite - Level Reiki 1

Level 2 helps you develop the emotional and mental
aspects of your life which will assist you in strengthening
your ability to do the physical healing work.
 
You will be given the Reiki 2 attunement and learn the
basic Reiki symbols which you will be able to use in your
daily life and healing practice. You will also be taught
absentee healing that you can send to others at any time.
 
To register, please go to www.freespiritschool.com and
click the Reiki tab under classes.

_________________________________
Text L

Free Spirit School - New Classes
Beginning January 2020

Free Spir it School of Integrated Energy Healing (FSS)Free Spir it School of Integrated Energy Healing (FSS)
offers the combined forces of Diane Bloom and Roseoffers the combined forces of Diane Bloom and Rose
Koremenos who, together, br ing over 40 years ofKoremenos who, together, br ing over 40 years of
expertise in the field of healing practices, personal andexpertise in the field of healing practices, personal and
spir itual development, and emotional freedom. FSSspir itual development, and emotional freedom. FSS
offers a unique and highly effective approach for bothoffers a unique and highly effective approach for both
healing practit ioners and those seeking personal change.healing practit ioners and those seeking personal change.
We offer classes based in holistic healing arts andWe offer classes based in holistic healing arts and
practices, bioenergetics, psychology, and quantumpractices, bioenergetics, psychology, and quantum
physics. Our classes explore energy patterns thatphysics. Our classes explore energy patterns that
promote health and wellbeing in the mental/emotional,promote health and wellbeing in the mental/emotional,
physical and spir itual realms. We provide tools forphysical and spir itual realms. We provide tools for
change and growth that facilitate the creation of a joy-change and growth that facilitate the creation of a joy-
filled and satisfying life. Our students come to FSS for afilled and satisfying life. Our students come to FSS for a
var iety of reasons – from the desire to open a healingvar iety of reasons – from the desire to open a healing
practice to feeling stuck in unhealthy patterns or facingpractice to feeling stuck in unhealthy patterns or facing
their  fears- the bottom line is students come seekingtheir  fears- the bottom line is students come seeking
change. Most importantly Diane and Rose offer openchange. Most importantly Diane and Rose offer open
hearts for those who long to make a difference in theirhearts for those who long to make a difference in their
lives and for the world. The best ad for FSS is ourlives and for the world. The best ad for FSS is our
graduates who continue to return and refer others to ourgraduates who continue to return and refer others to our
programs.programs.

For more information on the Module content, please goFor more information on the Module content, please go
to freespir itschool.com Developing Consciousness page.to freespir itschool.com Developing Consciousness page.
We're looking forward to seeing you in class in January!We're looking forward to seeing you in class in January!

Text
Li___________________________________________



New Stone Arrivals!!

August has been a whirlwind of stone buying here at
Free Spirit with my stone angel, Qaisar, offering
incredible stones and amazing bargains! We have some
brand new specimens as well as tons of new hearts,
spheres and flat stones. There are stunning Pakimers,
Fluorite and Calcite from Pakistan, and our newest
baby, Brucite (see article below).

Plus, I visited my wonderful friends, Daniel and Sarah,
in Seattle and got a mother lode of new goodies from
then which should arrive in a couple of weeks. Tons
and tons of new earrings and pendants as well as
healing stones and mineral specimens will be gracing
Free Spirit soon!

Come on in and have a look at our teeming shelves -
we're bursting full of amazing beauties!!
___________________________________________
Text Link

Open House/Spirit Faire

Sunday, September 29th
11:00 - 4:00

Join us for a fun-filled and informative day of discovery,
friends and community!!

We'll have:

Free Workshops
Expert Readers

Raffle for Gift Certificates
Stone Giveaway

Free Snacks
And, of course, our new stones!

So bring your friends, family and people you meet on the
street for a fabulous Open House!

See you there!
_____________________________________

Text Li

Incredible Brucite!!

When I walked into Qaisar's warehouse this week and
saw this stone, I knew immediately that it was special. I
picked it up and placed it on my 3rd chakra and was



intrigued at how the energy rose far above my head.
When I checked in with my Crystal Source, I was told
that Brucite joins the 3rd Chakra with the 12th Chakra
in order to connect our soul energy with the physical
thereby helping us to integrate both.

Why is this significant? In order to grasp the fullness of
who we are, we need to be able to relate to the whole
of our being. We are not simply a physical body with a
mind - we are a part of the entire source of the
Universe and this integration assists us in knowing the
wholeness of who we are. This allows us to open our
minds to all possibilities and the power of being
limitless. It will help us to alleviate a lot of our fears and
suffering when we realize that we are so much more
than simply this person. There is a far reaching
significance to our lives and why we chose to inhabit
these particular bodies so to be able to connect to our
soul source with Brucite is a gift from the heavens!

____________________________
Text Link

Layout of the Month
Who Am I Layout?

 
This layout is designed to assist us with understanding
that life-long question – Who Am I? It connects each
chakra to the source of life in order to bring in a
consciousness of self-discovery and wonder for this
mystical journey of life. It allows us the freedom to think
beyond this world and move into new realms of thought
and belief. 
 
Suggestion – Journal each time after doing this layout
to map the trail of your thoughts and discoveries.
 

 
Bottoms of Feet – Selenite Wands

Middle of Legs – Channeling Crystal
2nd Chakra – Raw Ruby

3rd Chakra – Brucite
4th Chakra – Morganite
5th Chakra – Turquoise

6th Chakra – Small Brucite
7th Chakra – Selenite Wand

Hands - Pietersite
______

Pebbles and Stones



 I’m a simple person with a complicated mind.

As long as you live, keep learning how to live. Seneca

I think self-discovery is the greatest achievement in life,
because once you discover yourself and accept what
you are, then you can fulfil your true potential and be
happy. Marco Pierre White
Ultimately, I want people to be inspired to go on their
own journey of self-discovery. Hannah Bronfman
__________________________________________

Stone of the Month - Brucite
Brucite joins the 3rd Chakra with the 12th Chakra in
order to connect our soul energy with the physical
thereby helping us to integrate both. It assists us in
knowing who we are on the spiritual level so that we
can comfortably accept who we are on the physical
level.

Text Link

______________________________________________________

Coupon of the Month

15% Off Stones
(excluding books, cards, incense and candles)

Saturday, September 21st
Please present this coupon at checkout

TextL_______________________________________________________
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